Welcome to our SPRING newsletter edition!
Author: Elley Thomas– (Natural Systems Volunteer Officer)

I am very excited to be a part of the wonderful team here at Mornington Peninsula
Shire and I am equally as thrilled to assist you all in the wonderful work that you are
completing across the Peninsula. Just like all of you- I share a love and passion for all
things environment and volunteering! A bit about me… I grew up on a farm in a small
rural community, near the Murray River in Northern Victoria, before setting off to travel
overseas to work/volunteer for about a year and a half. I then ending up relocating to
Melbourne to complete my Bachelor Degree in Environmental Science (Wildlife and
Conservation Biology) and I have been here ever since! I have had quite a diverse
range of roles working in areas such as Bush-crew and hands on environmental
services, pest plant and animal management, technical science, land management,
research and surveying, environmental education, consulting and now find myself
moving into Local Government. I have been lucky enough to work across Victoria in the
environmental field and have gotten to know many areas quite well across Greater
Melbourne and Geelong/Bellarine peninsula. I am excited to learn more about the richly
Sunni soaking up the September sun!
unique environment down here in the peninsula and impart any useful knowledge I have
picked up over the years where I can. Additionally, I wanted you all to know I have held (and still do hold) a number of
volunteer roles myself- and understand that although they are so very rewarding there can also be challenges and
experiences that pop up- such as COVID19. So please don’t hesitate to give me a call and discuss any queries,
concerns, ideas or even if you just need someone to share a cuppa with over the phone- I’ll be here (with my lovely
doggo Sunni by my side as I work from home– she clearly hates the camera!). Please take care and hopefully I see
you all VERY soon! - Elle

Covid 19 update: Where do our volunteers fit?
A polite reminder to everyone to be patient with the current lockdown restrictions. I know it has been a long haul and
you have all been extremely patient so far. We are all desperately wanting to get out, meet on site and recommence
our working bees; but it is vital we remain in line with the Victorian State Guidelines.
We ask kindly; that you please refrain from trying to organise on site meet ups of any kind- specifically with the
Natural Systems and Naturelinks Team Members. Our current working permits are valid for essential work only and
at this time which means we are not able to meet with you on site. Remember, we are all in this together, and need to
try and keep everyone safe as we navigate the road forward. We are closely monitoring the updates and will be
happy to meet you on site when we are allowed.
Of course if you have concerns about the beautiful patches of bushland you care so much about- please just let us
know. We are always happy to chat over the phone or through an online meeting. We are working closely with our
Bushland Management Team to ensure we are keeping our bushland maintenance programs running smoothly and
providing further assistance to groups where we can.
After the governments proposed roadmap was announced; it is likely that we will not be able to permit working bees
of any kind until we have reach Phase B of the National Plan for metropolitan Melbourne. We will continue to keep
you all updated and well informed as we move forward. We want everyone to remain safe and compliant as we do
our upmost to ensure we smoothly transition out of lockdown under these recommended guidelines.

R U OK? Our mental wellbeing is important!

This is a really difficult time for our volunteers; and even our workers right now. There is so much happening in the
world and it is perfectly normal to feel isolated, overwhelmed and experience low moods. Some signs to recognise,
within yourself or others, is; feeling a little distant, quieter or withdrawn, irraitable, fatigued or generally not behaving
like usual. If you yourself are struggling, or you see a friend or family member not coping, please use the tools/links
provided below to assist you in feeling confident enough to reach out, speak up, or improve your knowledge
surrounding mental health. Please remember its okay not to feel okay and we are always here to chat!

• What are the signs & symptoms?

• Maintaining good mental health

• Activities for a specific response type

• How can I help myself?

• A guide to self care

• Working from home

• How can I help others during lockdown?

• How is mental health being addressed?

• List of Helplines

From our Bushland Management Team!
Article: Tess Graham– (Crew Leader– Naturelinks Landscape Management)

Spring is well and truly underway in our beautiful bushland and coastal reserves, the Acacia’s are flowering and
blessing us all with hay fever and their beautiful scents. A selection of our wildflowers are blooming for the first time
this year; and if you’re lucky you may even see some Orchids flowering. Many of you are fortunate enough to walk
the tracks of the reserves you help look after on a daily or weekly basis- though I am sure you’re craving some more
intimate and meaningful work in the form of working bees. We miss you and your passion terribly, though as a team,
we are doing our best to preserve your hard work through these tough times. We know that before long we will all be
reunited and have wonderful chats about the fantastic flora and fauna you’ve seen in our time apart.

In the time between lockdowns, we had National Tree Day and a few groups managed to get some plants in.

The ‘local’ Tyabb Koala smiling happily for its
photo to be taken. (Friends of Beek Beek Reserve, 2021)

The Chinamans Creek team planting at the dune
foreshore-Rosebud. (Tess Graham, 2021)

Tyabb Primary School students helped plant in
Oliver Street Reserve. (Tess Graham, 2021)

Our team are monitoring the progress of the plants, it will be great to check them out when working bees return.
Please do not hesitate to contact your working bee supervisor if you have a query about works happening in your
reserves and we will do our best to accommodate you. We look forward to catching up soon.
Kindest regards - The Mornington Peninsula Bushland team.

How to report a problem

The Shire has various methods to easily raise a service request, ask a question or provide
feedback. Remember to provide as much detail as possible when asking questions or
reporting an issue/concern you have observed. The most simple, convenient and efficient
ways to communicate with the shire are listed below:
1) “Send Snap Solve”. This is an easy to use free App for your phone. It enables you to
add a photo, select your location, select the incident type, and add any additional notes.
Very handy when you are out and about.
2) Call - 1300 850 600 to speak to a customer service staff member 24hrs a day.
3) Visit the Shire website - https://www.mornpen.vic.gov.au/Contact-Us/Report-A-Problem
4) Email: customerservice@mornpen.vic.gov.au

What happens to the service request?
The Shire has an internal portal which records all requests, and logs activity. Depending on
what category is selected, the request will either go directly to Shire contractors on ground who
will respond to the concern, or it will go to the relevant Shire team.
Most maintenance, tree and infrastructure related requests will go directly to the contractor. Our
contractors and Shire officers have 10 working days to make contact with the customer. All
cases are dealt with on an individual basis and some may take longer to resolve than others.
Always make note of your reference number for easy follow up and remember to be patient as
your request is being processed.

Pro Tip: Only report one
issue, and one location,
per submission. This
makes it easier to process
your requests, and provide
you with updates.

From our Coastal Planning Team!
Article: Hayden Forrest– (Coastal Planner– Coastal Planning-Infrastructure)

Flinders Pier Advocacy
Council recently formed the position to oppose Parks Victoria’s plans to demolish the inner 180 m portion of the
historic Flinders Pier. The pier is a special place on the Mornington Peninsula and is valued for historical, social,
aesthetic and environmental reasons. The local community have done a tremendous amount of work gaining support
to save the pier with an online petition receiving over 30,000 signatures (available here if you wish to join the
campaign). The campaign has been featuring in major news papers and on television as well as, last but certainly
not least, obtaining a hand written letter of support from Sir David Attenborough. Council will continue to advocate to
the State Government to have the pier and its values protected.
For more information on Parks Victoria’s plans- please refer to their project page here: Flinders Pier Redevelopment
Project

Weedy Seadragon Phyllopteryx taeniolatus

(Alamy (abc), 2021)

Port Phillip Bay- Beach Cleaning Trial
The Mornington Peninsula Shire has commenced a beach cleaning trial that uses hand collection methods instead
of machine cleaning. The trial affects approximately 3kms of coast along Port Phillip Bay beaches. The aim of the
trial is to determine if there are environmental benefits from changing to hand cleaning, while continuing to meet
community needs and expectations. Two reasons for the trial are listed below:
•

Organic matter including seaweed stays in the coastal environment. Seaweed is a natural occurrence and a
valuable part of the marine and coastal ecosystem. It provides nutrients for vegetation development, migratory
birds and small organisms that keep our coastlines healthy and thriving. Seaweed can also stabilise beaches
and may reduce erosion.

•

Less organic matter is taken to landfill. Hand cleaning allows us to separate waste from organic matter (i.e.
seaweed). Currently 85% of what the mechanical beach cleaner collects is organic matter. Organic matter
releases lots of greenhouse gases when it breaks down in a landfill which contribute to climate change. By
reducing organic matter going to landfill we are lowering our greenhouse gas emissions and taking another step
toward carbon neutrality by 2040 as per Council’s Climate Emergency Plan.

If you have any further questions for the coastal team or wish to know more on these projects– please reach out.

Biodiversity Month: Spring has sprung!
Although September is technically classified as ‘Biodiversity Month’, I think we do a wonderful job of placing a high
emphasis on biodiversity across the peninsula every month! Australia has such a diverse range of landscapes and
we are so lucky to live, work and volunteer in such a beautiful and unique part of it. There are so many ways we
can contribute to improving biodiversity in our shire. For our volunteers, this could be through using apps such as
inaturalist, researching local plans/policies such as the Biodiversity Conservation Plan 2019, getting on board with
initiatives such as Gardens for Wildlife, Conservation Land Rate and so much more!

Frankston Spider Orchid Monitoring Caladonia Robinsonii
The Natural Systems team have been busy preparing for the annual monitoring program put in place to record the
locally found Frankston Spider Orchid Caladonia Robinsonii. At the beginning of the month the team worked with
Naturelinks to investigate previously marked plots of known populations. Various techniques/methods are used
when undertaking this monitoring process. This includes; species specific identification (inspection often through a
magnifying lens to determine presence of microscopic hairs), the counting of known and emerging individuals (often
categorised by a single leaf stem in relation to a directional marker), any flower spikes, any damage to the leaves,
length and width measurements. Finally, we undertake further preservation of the plots by manually removing any
strangling vegetation to encourage population/individual growth. Unfortunately due to the significance, and sensitive
nature, of this species we cant share the location of where we conduct the monitoring programs- but we can tell you
that this season there are many new individuals observed and we are excited to follow this initial survey up in
October to determine the progress of individuals and plots. Reach out if you would like updates!

A previously recorded flowering individual from
the monitoring program (MPS-NS, 2019)

The team post monitoring- enjoying the wildflowers on site (Danielle Suffern,
2021)

An example of one of the plots and direction
markers for individuals (MPS-NS, 2020)

Invertebrate Monitoring at Woods Bushland Reserve

An Australian Painted Lady recorded (R.Standon, 2021)

One of our local researchers, Roger
Standon, who is a part of the Peninsula Field Naturalists’ Club has recently conducted a project exploring
the ‘web of life’, His studies primarily
took place at Woods Bushland Reserve. He explored the interactions
between invertebrates in this reserve
and how they interact with other the
species, their prey and their environment. We enjoy projects like this so
please let us know if you are conducting any!

A Cup Ringtail (a type of damsel fly) (R.Standon, 2021)

If you would like to watch his interesting video and learn more please follow this link: Woods Bushland Reserve–
Web of Life

Melbournes BioBlitz Summary
Article/Summary: Dan Reed– (Natural Systems- Biodiversity Officer)

Thank you to everyone who got involved in Biodiversity Blitz 2021! Lets just take a moment to acknowledge...thanks
to all of our wonderful and very dedicated participants… THIS YEAR WE WON!! A very special mention to Rachel
Devlin, from our team at Naturelinks, who came in FIRST with the highest number of observations and most species
recorded.
An incredible 6130 observations of 1201 species were recorded by 203 observers across the peninsula during
Biodiversity Month 2021. What an amazing diversity of species we have on the peninsula!.

Please remember to continue recording your observations to help build a database for our peninsula and most
importantly your reserve or local area. If you have any questions regarding the use of inaturalist or ideas about
monitoring projects- please don’t hesitate to ask one of the Natural System Team members or your working bee
supervisor– they are getting further training know their stuff and are happy to help!

Final Standings– Melbourne

Overview of observations– Melbourne

Melbournes BioBlitz Summary– Cont.
Article/Summary: Dan Reed– (Natural Systems- Biodiversity Officer)

If you would like to explore the observations further, and view the locations
of recorded species, click here. Evidently, an expansive area has been
captured through inaturalist- providing valuable data for us to collate (right).

Top 10 Most Observed Species– Mornington Peninsula

Overview– Mornington Peninsula

Early invader weeds on Mornington Peninsula
Article: Clayton Fenech (Natural Systems- Land Protection Officer).

With spring in full swing, now is the time of year to keep an eye out for Early Invader Weeds on the Mornington
Peninsula.

What is an Early Invader Weed?
Mornington Peninsula Shire defines Early Invader Weeds as environmental weeds known only from a few locations
on the peninsula, that would cause significant impacts to our biodiversity values if they were to become established
and more widespread.

How are Early Invader Weeds on the peninsula being managed?
To address the threats posed by Early Invader Weeds, the Shire’s Bushland Management Team will be undertaking
works to actively monitor and treat infestations under our Early Invader Weed Program, with the objective to prevent
the establishment of Early Invader Weeds and to slow their spread.
Works under this program are driven by the decision-making framework developed by the WESI project, that guides
public land and biodiversity managers through the process of dealing with Early Invader Weeds using best-practice
approach to their management.

What species have been identified as Early Invader Weeds?
On the Peninsula we are on the lookout for the following:

DEWLP (2021)

South African Weed Orchid

Serrated Tussock

Chilean Needle-grass

(Disa bracteata) (Image: Vicflora, 2016)

(Nassella trichotoma) (Image: DPI NSW, 2021)

(Nassella neesiana) (Image: Vicflora, 2021)

I think I have spotted an Early Invader Weed – what’s next?
As tempting as it may be to quickly dig up and remove suspected Early Invader Weeds, this may be
counterproductive and could unintentionally cause harm to existing biodiversity values.
There are a number of look-a–like indigenous species that may be mistaken for Early Invader Weeds (some
examples include Onion Orchids (Microtis spp.), that may be confused with South African Weed Orchid and Spear
Grasses (Austrostipa spp.), that may be mistaken for Chilean Needle-grass).
There is also the risk that removing suspected Early Invader Weeds may contribute to their spread by distributing
seed and vegetative material at the site. Ensuring that plants are disposed of properly also presents another problem.
If you suspect you have discovered an Early Invader Weed, the best action to take is to leave the plant in-situ and
report the sighting using the Mornington Peninsula Shire iNaturalist page.
With alerts set for Early Invader Weed species on iNaturalist, suspected sightings can be promptly investigated,
verified, and treated by the Shire Bushland Management Team as required. And of course, you are welcome to get in
touch with the Natural Systems Team to report suspected sightings. Finally, as a rule of thumb - “IF IN DOUBT,
DON’T PULL IT OUT!”

Fire Management on the Peninsula
Article: Jeremy Little- (Natural Systems– Bushland Fire Management Officer)

Protection of life and property, and protection of the natural environment are both important to the community and to
the Mornington Peninsula Shire. At the Shire we pride ourselves on our approach to fire management and our aim in
maximising risk reduction and minimising environmental impact. We achieve this in a number of ways.
Firstly, we adopt a risk-based approach to fire management in alignment with state government
standards, best practice and scientific evidence. We examine identified bushfire risk and prioritise our fire
management programs to areas of high risk first. We have been busy recently adapting our fire management
programs to align with the new Metropolitan Bushfire Management Strategy 2020 and some of the reforms being
delivered from recent bushfire inquiries. We have an extensive network of identified Fire Management Zones across
the Shire, which are regularly assessed and maintained to prevent the return of high fuel loads.
Secondly, using industry standards and scientific evidence, we restrict fuel reduction to areas where it matters
the most; close to homes and around the edges of our reserves. This means that we do not need to treat large areas
of bushland to effectively reduce risk and we can instead focus our bushland management on enhancing natural
values and biodiversity.
Thirdly, the method we use to manage fuel allows us to be extremely targeted and precise in how and what we do.
We rely on non-burning fuel treatment, which is a very effective means of reducing bushfire risk that can often be
tailored to local conditions or values. All our works crews are trained in land management, so that fuel reduction works
are undertaken in as sensitive a manner as possible to minimise impact to environmental values. Works include weed
control, removing dead branches, pruning or removing vegetation and grass slashing; similar to what you might do on
your own property. This leads me to the final point…
The Shire’s work is only part of the solution to making the community safe. Bushfire preparedness of residents is
paramount in the protection of life and property. Bushfire management is a shared responsibility between the State
Government, Country Fire Authority (CFA), Shire and residents. For more information, please visit our web page Are
you fire ready? or www.safertogether.vic.gov.au.

Helmeted Honeyeaters make a comeback in the wild!
Article: DEWLP– 7th September, 2021

Since 1989, the combined efforts of the Victorian Government and a host of conservation
partners has prevented the extinction of this charismatic bird, and seen the last remaining
wild population at Yellingbo grow from just 50 birds to 250. Recently, selected birds were
trapped by an expert team led by DELWP Senior Ornithologist Bruce Quin at Yellingbo.
These birds were transported to the new site 30km away near where the Yarra and
O’Shannassy rivers meet. This site was purchased by the Judith Eardley Save the Wildlife
Association - a community organisation - and is now managed by Parks Victoria. Friends of
the Helmeted Honeyeater has revegetated the site in preparation for the new residents.

DEWLP (2021)

The birds from Yellingbo joined 14 birds that that were bred at Healesville Sanctuary at the O’Shannassy
site. DELWP has contributed $60,000 through its Faunal Emblems Program to support this translocation. The Federal
Government has also contributed funding to Zoos Victoria to establish the new Helmeted Honeyeater population.
Along with the Leadbeater’s Possum, the Helmeted Honeyeater is one of Victoria’s Faunal Emblems. The Victorian
Government has invested almost $4 million in the Faunal Emblems Program since 2018. The program received an
additional two years’ funding through the 2021 Budget to support conservation outcomes for these two species.
Zoos Victoria Threatened Species Biologist Dr Dan Harley credited this year’s release to teamwork. “The success of
the Helmeted Honeyeater program reflects good science and strategy, combined with partnerships and persistence,”
Dr Harley said. “Several strong years of breeding success at Healesville Sanctuary, combined with the highest
number of birds ever recorded at Yellingbo, has meant we could establish this new population at O’Shannassy. It
greatly strengthens the long-term survival prospects for this species.” Dr Harley said the Helmeted Honeyeater has
been confined to one location in Yellingbo, making it vulnerable to extinction. This new population is an urgent
recovery priority to provide risk-spreading against bushfire, he said. Tiny transmitters have been fitted to each bird
released so they can be monitored. Supplementary food will be provided at the new location. If successful, additional
captive-bred birds will be released at the site in autumn 2022. – See more here.

Victoria- Nature Festival

Article: DEWLP (Victoria Together– State Government Victoria, 2021).

The Victoria Nature Festival returned in 2021 for its second year full of creative ways to connect with and act for
nature from home. The festival may be over, but we still have activities and resources for people of all
ages, abilities, and interests to enjoy anytime. Virtually explore and learn all about Victoria’s rich natural
environment and wildlife with the Victoria Nature Festival, created by the Department of Environment, Land, Water,
and Planning (DEWLP) and hosted by Victoria Together.
Check out here plenty of recorded webinars, videos, podcasts, activities, and learning resource for your virtual
window into nature.

Summer Anti-Litter Campaign
Article: Laura Fearon (Waste and Litter Minimisation Officer)

With the easing of travel restrictions we look forward to an increase in visitors and
locals out enjoying our beautiful beaches and natural spaces. With this influx we
unfortunately anticipate an increase in litter. To address this, the Shire is
designing a Summer Anti – Litter Campaign to encourage everyone to bin their
litter or take it home.
The campaign is still in the early design phase but we hope to roll it out across all
social media channels closer to Summer. We aim to install signage at high traffic
locations such as the entries/exits of beaches and picnic/ BBQ areas.

Mt Martha Foreshore– Visit Mornington Peninsula
(Visit Victoria, 2021)

These social media tiles and signs will showcase the beauty of our iconic locations
and appeal to people’s appreciation of them, with a strong call to action to leave these areas as they found them and
leave zero litter. The campaign forms part of our Beyond Zero Waste Strategy and in particular two of the key actions;
to deliver Peninsula wide litter campaigns and to continue to work with our active community groups and members to
help grow their impact. Elley will provide you with updates via email with information closer to the launch date.
We would love to collaborate with you all, and other likeminded community groups, to spread the campaign message
far and wide. If you are interested in being involved or would like to know more, we would love to hear from you.

Natural Systems– Shire Trivia

(answers on final page.)

We have all been stuck in lockdown for SO long. Understandably, it is hard to come up with new ideas to stay busy,
entertained and connected to each other. Soo, I have decided to put together a little something you can have a go
completing at home and to have some fun with– whether that be individually or with friends. You can stick to Round
1 (provided below), or if you feel up to the challenge, create a few more rounds on your own and host a trivia/games
night on zoom with friends and family.
Trivia not for you? Tired of the same board games at home? That is fine, I have you covered! Please see links below
to fun/interesting outlets to try from the comfort of your own couch. They will definitely help you pass some time until
we can get back to what we love doing most– looking after our environment and volunteering!
• Zoom games with friends

• Revegetation guides

• Mobile Library

• Volunteer in other ways (from home)

• #seatosource (when reopened)

• Adopt-a-Pet

Round 1– Mornington Peninsula Fun Facts! (Bonus-1 point- try answer to boost your score!)
1) What is the total population living on Mornington Peninsula?

6) What year did the ‘SS Australia’ hit the Point Nepean Reef? (Bonus- date)

2) How many businesses are located on the peninsula?

7) What happened at Balcombe Estuary in Mt Martha in 1940?

3) What is the number of aircrafts that have crashed at Arthurs Seat? 8) How long is the amount of coastline along the peninsula? (km)
4) What year was the Moorooduc Quarry established?

9) In the 19th Century, how many goldrushes occurred on the peninsula?

5) What percentage of the peninsula is classified as ‘Green Wedge’?

10) What is the average Summer temperature on the peninsula?

Gallery: Lockdown Edition

Please enjoy some of the wonderful images taken throughout inaturalist on the BioBlitz, some by our Bushland
Management Team at Nature Links, The Natural Systems Team, the community and of course by you as our lovely
volunteers! There are so many more beautiful images, it was hard to pick a few, so please feel free to scroll here.

Common Bird Orchid Chiloglottis valid
© James Peake

Wallflower Orchid Diuris orientis
© scottyw

Imperial Jezebel Delias harpalyc
© Reiner Richter

Short-beaked Echidna Tachyglossus
aculeatus © george_seagull

Superb Fairy Wren Malurus cyaneus
© nraye

Blue Stars Chamaescilla corymbosa
© oranamr

Swamp Wallaby Wallabia bicolor
© mikepm

Hop Bitter-pea Daviesia latifolia
© jejack

Lemon-scented Sun Orchid Thelymitra
antennifera © andreaev

Laughing Kookaburra Dacelo novaeguineae © Sue Brabender

Early Nancy Wurmbea dioica
© rachdevlin

Lepispilus sulcicollis © Greg Holland

What else is happening in our shire?
• Yawa Aquatic Centre

• Regenerative Agriculture

• Visit Victoria– Mornington Peninsula

• The Community Plate- Action

• Customer Experience Survey

• Nominations for Local Heroes

• Public Art– Installations

• Housing for the Peninsula –Feedback

• 30 Year Vision-Feedback

Trivia answers- (Answer Ref: MPS & DMP)
1) 164,000, 2)13,800, 3) 2, 4) 1887, 5)70%, 6)21st June, 1904, 7) The Army took over to use the area as a training ground in preparation for WW2, 8) 192km, 9)3 , 10) 24 Degrees Celsius

